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Abstract: As digital data circulation increases, information pollution and
manipulation in journalism have become more prevalent. In this study, a new
digital journalism model is designed to contribute to the solution of the main
current problems, such as information pollution, manipulation, and account-
ability in digital journalism. The model uses blockchain technology due to its
transparency, immutability, and traceability. However, it is tough to provide
the mechanisms necessary for journalism, such as updating one piece of
information, instantly updating all other information affected by the updated
information, establishing logical relationships between news, making quick
comparisons, sorting and indexing news, and keeping the changing informa-
tion about the news in the system, with the blockchain data structure. For this
reason, in our study, we have developed a new data structure that provides both
the immutability, transparency and traceability properties of the blockchain
and can support the communication mechanisms necessary for journalism.
The functionality of our proposed data structure is demonstrated in terms
of communication mechanisms such as mutability, context, consistency, and
reliability through example scenarios. Additionally, our data structure is
compared with the data structure of blockchain technology in terms of time,
space, and maintenance costs. Accordingly, while the model size increases
linearly in blockchain, the model’s size remains approximately constant since
the structure we developed is data-independent. In this way, maintenance costs
are reduced. Since our model also has an indexing mechanism, it reduces
the linear time search complexity to logarithmic time. As a result, the data
structure we developed is found to have higher performance than blockchain
in the journalism concept. In future studies, it is planned to test all aspects of
the model with a pilot application, eliminate its shortcomings, and develop a
holistic approach to the root causes of the problems in the journalism focus.
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1 Introduction

In the past, the primary mission of journalism has been to play a role in democratic control and
the right to access information. Regarding the distribution of voting power, the distribution of media
power is a democratic and egalitarian requirement [1]. However, media companies, which have been in
a monopoly position since the past, can abuse the right of citizens to access accurate information. So
much so that this reality has influenced the emergence of various intellectual media and journalism
terms, such as agenda setting [2–4], gatekeeping [5–7], and framing [8–10].

Since then, mass media has changed with technological developments such as printing, telephone,
telegraph, satellite, and internet. As a result, existing journalism practices are now primarily integrated
with digital platforms. The problem of information pollution in today’s digital environment has been
added to the nearly century-old problem of bias in news production and distribution by big media
companies [11]. While accessing information was emphasized as a right in ancient times [12–15], today,
the right to be protected from information pollution [16–21] has emerged. The main reason is the
inability to follow-up on the information and the lack of a structure to regulate the responsibilities
required by information sharing [22–25].

With digital platforms becoming increasingly widespread, how viewers interact with news has
improved [26,27]. The digital broadcasts of news channels can interact with much wider audiences
through user comments on these broadcasts and through sharing news on social networks by users
by tagging and commenting on them [28,29]. Today, news participation is among the essential
elements of democratic life [30]. For the current situation, Holton and colleagues [31] indicate that
the sustainability of news organizations will not be possible with content development alone. Hence,
organizations will increasingly develop new technology products to increase audience participation.

The public domain of digital media platforms is quite broad. According to Helberger, the political
power of digital media platforms derives from their ability to influence public discourse for their
purposes, whether from citizens or politicians [32]. The absence of adequate safeguards renders all
commitments of digital media platforms to impartiality, fairness, and non-manipulation meaningless.
As Helberger puts it, the possibility that this enormous power will be misused for one’s political ends
threatens any functioning democracy. To prevent digital-social news platforms from falling under the
influence of governments and to allow free public debate, it is essential to balance this power by
distributing opinions.

Our study proposes a new news-sharing model that can provide the structure Helberger has
successfully outlined. This model, which we offer for digital journalism, contributes to the monitoring
and detection information pollution in digital journalism by providing a transparent, accountable, and
reliable system in which news stories can be tracked in all their processes and have a logical relationship
with each other.

Our model uses blockchain technology [33] due to its properties, such as traceability and
immutability [33], which are suitable for detecting and monitoring information pollution in digital
journalism. However, blockchain is unsuitable for providing some relational properties required for
a digital news network. For example, in the blockchain data structure, when a change occurs in any
news, other news affected cannot be updated. Similarly, the blockchain data structure cannot maintain
logical relationships between news. This prevents inferences from being made about the news. Another
issue is that the blockchain data structure needs to provide the opportunity to establish similarities
between news by looking at the context of the news. Simultaneously, in the blockchain data structure,
the degree of importance of the news cannot be reflected in the network created. In other words,
ranking news according to preference becomes difficult. Since the model and data are unkept and
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separate from each other in the blockchain data structure, there is data repetition. Simultaneously,
this situation makes it difficult to manipulate the model or data and thus increases maintenance costs.
In our study, a new data structure has been developed to solve these problems. The model and data
are separated in this structure, and mutable relationships are supported. Thus, both the features of
the blockchain that can be useful for journalism are preserved, and other communication mechanisms
necessary for journalism are supported.

This study presents the relevant literature, followed by the research methodology, and then the
study’s limitations. In the evaluation section, the functionality of the features of the data structure we
developed is demonstrated with example scenarios. Additionally, our data structure is compared with
the data model of blockchain technology in terms of time, space, and maintenance costs.

2 Related Work

There are numerous studies in the current literature [34–40] and fewer alternative solutions [41,42]
to the main problems of digital media related to validity, reliability, bias, monopoly, and information
pollution. Blockchain technology has been frequently used in current studies on the subject. Some
studies combine blockchain and artificial intelligence to include such topics [38,42].

Voinea et al. identified six ways blockchain technologies can help journalism: monetization,
distribution, user feedback, attribution, reliability, and data retention [43]. Shae et al. focused their
research on the fake news crisis [44]. According to Shae et al., solving the manufactured news crisis
requires an interdisciplinary effort. Shae et al. proposed an AI blockchain platform to combat fake
news. The researchers rank the technical contributions of their papers as “true-news database,” “news
blockchain supply chain,” and “AI-blockchain-based fake news discovery”.

The model proposed by Kim et al. is based on a co-ownership society with blockchain technology
[45]. Different access roles are defined between journalists and readers. Journalists are positioned in
two different ways, approved and unapproved. Certified journalists must vote on articles. The necessity
of a structure that protects itself from false information is emphasized. Finally, the model proposed
by Kim et al. is intended to function as an agora where people exchange ideas without the need to
create an article. According to Kim et al., journalism collapses as a responsibility for the area where
people gather is handed over to platform operators who are not journalists. Therefore, in blockchain
journalism, journalists must take responsibility for the platform.

In their research, Woodall et al. emphasize the characteristics of this technology, such as
integrity, authenticity, and reliability, to consider blockchain as an archival strategy [46]. Sintes-
Olivella et al. stated that using blockchain technology in disinformation and fake news will yield good
results [47]. Additionally, the researchers examined the Civil platform, the first study in this field, in
their articles. Some researchers propose the Crowd Journalism ecosystem, a citizen journalism-based
video marketplace web tool based on an enterprise-level decentralized system that can store, visualize,
rate, and execute transactions of live videos [48]. In this model, media groups are potential buyers of
videos, whereas news agencies act as a conduit with content aggregators and crowd entities. The article
describes the model’s work packages and related smart contracts. Finally, a validation prototype of
the proposed approach was implemented in this report. The combination of blockchain and the media
industry could be better [48,49]—security, scalability, energy consumption, legitimacy, etc. There are
still many problems in different areas, including [48] and [49]. Although there are exciting developments
in the registration and protection of intellectual property on the one hand and economic regimes on
the other, there are problems in determining the decentralized organization formula [50].
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In related work, new Multi-DAG technology has been developed for the IoT environment [51]. In
this framework, lightweight authentication, lightweight data encryption, and lightweight consensus
algorithms are designed. Finally, we consider a novel multi-DAG Blockchain infrastructure that is
lightweight and scalable for all operations. Although our framework and this work have similar goals,
unlike this work, our work focuses on the data structure.

To summarize the studies we have reviewed, various models have generally been proposed
for developing observable and traceable mechanisms to prevent information pollution in digital
journalism. Blockchain technology has been used in the majority of these current models. However,
in all the studies, blockchain technology was used directly. Additionally, he generally carried out
theoretical research instead of practice.

Unlike these, in our study, a new digital journalism model is designed to contribute to solving
the main current problems of digital journalism, such as information pollution, manipulation, and
accountability. This framework has developed a new data structure that uses blockchain technology’s
transparency and traceability features and can support the communication mechanisms necessary for
journalism. Because today, the most fundamental problem of news sharing in digital media is that the
news is circulated in false or manipulated forms or is used while in circulation. In our work toward
solving this widespread information pollution problem, we have focused on data sharing and monitor-
ing to develop a data-oriented approach due to digital journalism. Blockchain is the most up-to-date
and general technology regarding data tracking and reliability [52]. However, since the blockchain data
structure only partially supports the mechanisms such as mutability and logical relationships required
in digital journalism, a new data structure called Tag has been designed to overcome this problem.
The data structure we have developed offers the advantages of instantly updating all data affected
by a data change, establishing logical relationships between news stories, making quick comparisons
between news stories, sorting news stories, and keeping changeable information about news stories in
the system, as well as preventing data duplication, reducing maintenance costs and achieving a design
more suitable for software engineering.

Our study is based on concerns similar to previous studies that digital journalism should be
traceable, transparent, and accountable. With these concerns, an add-on design has been developed
that can contribute to solving these problems. Therefore, this design has features that can be integrated
with other studies. For this reason, our study can be combined with these studies and improved rather
than creating an alternative to existing studies.

3 Method

The most fundamental problem of news sharing in the digital environment is information
pollution and news circulating in false or manipulated forms or used while in circulation. In our
study to solve these problems, a new data structure has been proposed that supports features such as
context, consistency, reliability, and immutability to develop a data-oriented approach due to digital
journalism.

3.1 Digital Journalism Model

Fig. 1 illustrates the general structure of the digital news-sharing network developed to prevent
information pollution and manipulation. The generated data structure created a verification network.
It is more than just news on this network; some users produce, disseminate, or consume news. In this
network, users and news are equal, called Tags. Here, each entity (information, user) is considered a
node in the graph structure in the system, and these nodes are expressed with the Tag data structure.
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Figure 1: General structure of the tag network

There are two types of relationships in the network. They are immutable relations, such as news
and users, and mutable relations, such as comments. There are three types of logical connections
between tags, namely approval, expressed as “AND”; disagreement, described as “NOT”; and alterna-
tive, defined as “OR.”These logical relations are stored in a Zero-suppressed Decision Diagram (ZDD)
[47] within a user-specifiable domain. The longest path corresponds to the highest score in the logical
relationships kept in the ZDD. Additionally, different scores are calculated within the social network
analysis framework, and these scores are added to the user interface to follow the relationships and
patterns related to the news. For example, in Fig. 1, the tokens denoted by A1, A2, and A3…represent
the users included in the system. The tokens denoted by H1, H2, and H3…represent the news in the
system. Professional and citizen journalists with a singular identity can exist in designing, uploading,
sharing, following, and approving news stories.

Different users can contribute different versions of a news story to the system, and all the different
versions are stored in the tag’s data. Additionally, the verification score of a tag is calculated by
considering all logical relationships related to that tag. For example, Fig. 1 shows that the verification
score of tag H1 within a user-specified radius is 2, which is the sum of H1 and H2 tags that support
this tag (news). In addition to this, it can be seen in Fig. 1 that the model we developed has a wide
range of scoring mechanisms, such as the Degree, Eigenvector, and Closeness criteria within the scope
of social network analysis. The scores calculated with various methods are also shared with the users
in the system to follow the relationships and patterns related to the news. On the other hand, ZDDs
may pose a problem in terms of computational complexity. In this respect, when higher networks need
to be processed, the centrality measures of social network analysis can be used. The verification of the
news shared in the system by other users can be seen in Fig. 1. Here, when user A1 shares news H1 on
the network, news H2 and H3 verify news H1. The red arrows in Fig. 1 show the invariant verification
relationship between news items, while the black arrows show the mutable comment relations.
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Fig. 2 shows the architecture of our designed digital news network. In this design, service-oriented
architecture is used. According to this architecture, the user is accredited by the user service and
receives a unique identification. Then, model service is reached with this ID. The model service checks
whether the request is valid by contacting the consistency service. Then, the score service calculates
the required news scores and returns them to the model service. Then, it gets the data service and saves
the relevant data in the database. The model service then updates the model copies by adding to the
model. Copies of the database and model hashes are available in the system. They are finding copies
of hashes to decentralize the system and ensure consistency.

Figure 2: The general architecture of the digital journalism network

The model had a customizable interface. In this way, participants can create their profile pages by
logging into the system with their accounts and thus follow all the news related to their tags and share
the news. Thanks to the user interface, participants who log in to the system can see all the news (tags)
they have created, transferred, or followed, and other related news summarized on their screens, sort
and comment on news from general to specific and confirm the accuracy or inaccuracy of the news
by voting on the news. Through the interface, users can track which of the news items available in the
system are the most popular, comment or vote on the topics related to the news items they watch and
the news items they have made, create new news items, delete or change the news items they have made.

As seen in Fig. 3, the display of shared and followed news on the interface screen of the news
network, along with the verification score and statistics of the news in question, is in the discussion
section. The definition and explanation of the news refer to the part of the news (tag) that is thought
to be newsworthy and wants to be shared. The score generated by verifying a news item shared in the
system increases or decreases in parallel with the support rate of the news item in question on the
news-sharing platform we have developed. This creates the participant’s score. The participant’s score
affects the score of the news they upload and votes on the system to a certain extent. In other words,
news stories shared by people with a high verification score have a higher impact rate. The relationship
between the news with other news or alternative versions of the same news is included in the discussion
section. There are three kinds of relationships between news here. The “and” relationship indicates
that the shared news is verified. The “or” relationship suggests an alternative is brought to the shared
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news. The relation “not” means the denial of the news. All of these relationships are called verification
mechanisms. The model’s verification structure established by these relationships is retained in ZDD.

Figure 3: The interface of the news network

The ZDD structure is a data structure used to represent logical expressions [53]. The ZDD
structure expresses data as canonical, compact, and a sum of products. The hash values of the same
rational expression will be equal due to canonicity. Representing relationships as sums of products
allows us to quickly determine the amount of verification, falsification, and alternative reporting. The
expression ab + c’ is shown below as the data of the K tag. Since the expressions shown here are sums of
products, manipulations with other tags are pretty straightforward. For example, the equation below
shows the addition of tags A and tag K. This operation is O(n) complexity in ZDD.

K = ab + c′

A = ab + d (1)

A + K = ab + c′ + d

Eq. (1): Calculation of the tag hash value

In our design, users can see much popular news with high approved verification scores, as stated
above, on their interfaces. However, this situation causes the share of news producers who cannot reach
their news to a vast network due to limited votes of confidence to be ignored. An algorithm called a
news garbage collector is included to prevent this situation. A random selection algorithm was used
in designing the news garbage collector algorithm. Because of the news garbage collector, random
news selections created with specific criteria, including news from different regions and areas with
low verification scores, come into play. For example, news produced by citizen journalists, people, or
institutions that have just joined the platform and have yet to obtain a verification score is randomly
presented to other news readers or producers. The garbage-collector algorithm updates the selection
function according to the success criteria after each news selection. The general design of the garbage
collector algorithm is as in Fig. 4.

Due to the garbage collector algorithm, news producers, who cannot deliver their news to a vast
network due to limited votes of confidence, can be moved to meet larger audiences with random
selections, thus enabling them to be included in the journalism processes. For this, the news that is
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determined as a minority (with a low verification score) according to the criteria the news producers
can determine is recorded in the pool of the garbage collector algorithm by themselves or someone
else. It is recommended that each piece of news contains random news at the rate determined by the
news producers. If any news does not have enough garbage, it automatically contacts the garbage
collector algorithm and incorporates the low-impact news provided by this algorithm. This ensures
that the news of people with a low impact rate is likely significant and is visible for whatever reason
and on any subject. Thus, although there is a distance (graph) between many news and others under
normal conditions, the system presents long-distance information to other users in meaningful and
memorable cases. The general mechanism of the garbage-collector algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: General representation of how news selection and selection percentage are found using the
garbage collector algorithm

Figure 5: General representation of the garbage-collector mechanism
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In the developed model, shared news can be analyzed regularly, social trends can be observed,
and comprehensive societal predictions can be obtained. With this foresight, immediate warning
systems can be developed, and issues that may disturb society can be quickly conveyed to the relevant
institutions. In this way, a simultaneous, interactive, and reliable journalism approach is developed, in
which the pulse of the public can be directly felt in terms of topics and locations.

In this model, which also uses the effect of social media, the focus is on “sharing, exchange,
traceability, and thus confirmability of the news produced” to prevent information pollution and
manipulation. The basis of the news network is the structure we have developed, inspired by the
hashing mechanism of the Blockchain and named Tag. This way, news development, sharing, and
change processes become possible; monitoring and protection of these processes are guaranteed. The
model strengthens the traditional type of journalism, such as news agencies, newspapers, participation
in political parties, and organized civil society, and the role of social media and new technology in
civic participation and citizen journalism under one roof. The model provides reliable digital social
journalism that can be applied to different news platforms on a local, national, and global scale and
allows the integration of these platforms into the model.

While the developed model is developed semi-automatically with the abovementioned method
when the system is first to run, it evolves into a mechanism that will decide how the connections
between the Tags in the blockchain should be with the help of artificial intelligence. For this method,
the collected data’s size and the tags’ verification/rejection information must be stored intensively in
the same direction. Thus, it is planned to transform the system into an automated news verification
platform by combining the decentralized structure of the blockchain and the self-decision-making
capabilities of the artificial intelligence system.

3.2 Tag Network

All elements in the model we developed are considered “Tags.” The data of the tag are kept as
an address. Here, the address is held instead of the data because it takes up less space than the data,
prevents duplication, and offers flexible design and easy maintenance. The tag contains addresses
of immutable data along with mutable and immutable addresses that hold the relationships of the
data. Since it has a mutable relationship, adding, creating, changing, and deleting operations can be
easily performed in the tag network. Relationships can be named using tags to model any relationship
structure. In the case of deletion, modification, creation, and addition of a title, the hash values of the
tags attached are updated by calculating with Algorithm 1.

As shown in Fig. 6, the Tag Network in our developed model has two layers. Layer 1 is a
model layer consisting of mutable and immutable relationships. Since the relations are mutable and
immutable, all structures can be modeled. Layer 2 is the data layer. Hash values of data can be found
here with Merkle-Tree.

As seen in Fig. 6, the model and data are separated in our developed structure. Merkle-Tree is
used to calculate the hash value of the data. Since the relationships between the tags can be kept as
a list in the developed model, a structure covering the block structure of the traditional blockchain is
formed. The main reason tags are organized with mutable and immutable relationships is to provide
ease of design and enable many models, such as a cyclic graph, to be implemented. On the other hand,
the design and data mentioned above are tricky, as there are no mutable relationships in the hashing
structure of the blockchain. Fig. 7 shows the tag data structure we developed with its general features.
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Figure 6: General structure of the tag network. Here, red arrows denote immutable relations, and black
arrows denote mutable references

Figure 7: General representation of the tag data structure

Relationships between tags consist of two tag addresses, as seen in Fig. 8. The first is mandatory,
and the second is optional.

Figure 8: General structure of relationships
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The hash mechanism provides invariance control in the model. Here, the hash value refers to the
hash of immutable relationships and the root hash value. When requested, the hash is calculated and
added to the hash set. The developed data structure performs this operation with the lock() function.
A new hash value is then calculated and compared with the old hash values in the hash set to check for
any changes to the tag. After this moment, if there is a change in the links of the tag or the immutable
data, another hash will appear, so whether the data has changed and if it has changed, its position will
be determined automatically. If the results are equal, the structure is not changed; if the results are not
similar, the system has been changed. This is done with the isLock() function. The general structure
of the Lock and isLock states of the tag is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Lock and unlock status

An example summary finding formula is as follows:

hash

(
Root hash value +

n∑
j=0

constant relationship

)
(2)

Eq. (2): Calculation of the tag hash value

Due to Algorithm 1, changes are carried out to all points in the system with low complexity.
Updates in the algorithm occur on the immutable relations of the graph in the model layers. This
algorithm was developed using depth-first search, dynamic programming, and topological sorting.
Since the system is a multi-edged graph, nodes, and edges are swapped to travel through the edges.
Thus, it is ensured that all edges can be visited. This way, the entire system is navigated with O(E)
complexity.

In the model we developed, there is a reliability mechanism. The reliability mechanism consists of
the sum of immutable relationships. In this respect, the reliability mechanism ensures that the tags are
ordered. The tag with a high-reliability value is more secure and ranks higher. On the other hand, tags
with no relationship are considered suspect tags. For example, in Fig. 10, the confidence value of data
A in the model layer is the number of immutable relationships that support it. Here, the relationship
between E-F and F-A helps A and thus constitutes the confidence value of A.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode used to update changes in the graph structure

Figure 10: A value calculated with Algorithm 1

The value formed by hashing the relationships in the model layer is called the context. The
value that reaches A because of hash calculations in Fig. 10 constitutes the context of A. As will be
understood, changing the location of any data will also change the context of A. The calculation of
the context value of the model in Fig. 10 is shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: Calculating the context value of the model in Fig. 10

The tag data structure we propose has a data indexing mechanism, as shown in Fig. 12. If the
data indexing mechanism is preferred as B-Tree, it is possible to search in approximately O(Log N)
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complexity. On the other hand, the Merkle Tree can be used to calculate the hash. In this case, the
hash value calculation drops to O(Log N).

Figure 12: Data indexing of the tag structure and calculation of hash value

In the model we developed, tags can be voted. A tag’s vote equals the sum of its voice of itself
and the sub-tags. If desired, an impact factor can be used when collecting tags. Even if any tag has a
very high vote, its credibility will be low if no other tags exist in their immutable relationship. In other
words, the system has two different ranking mechanisms: reliability and vote. The voting mechanism
in the plan is to ensure that tags that do not have any tags, that is, those that are called suspicious, can
be integrated into the system with the users’ votes. Another point is that users are also considered a
tag in the system. Thus, the voices of users who sabotage the tags or harm the tag-sharing process in
some way are automatically deleted, thus protecting the model itself.

Vote = Tag Vote +
n∑

i=0

Sub Tag Votei ∗ Effect Factor (3)

Eq. (3): Method 1

the the the Vote = Tag Vote +
n∑

i=0

SubTag Votei (4)

Eq. (4): Method 2

4 Threats to Validity

Since the blockchain consists of structures that undertake different tasks in layers, no test covering
the entire system could be applied. Another reason why we could not implement these tests is that we
only used the hashing mechanism of the blockchain in the journalism model we developed. Therefore,
in this study, only the data layer of the blockchain is considered and modeled. Additionally, there was
no need to propose a new search algorithm in the data model, and it was used thinking that the success
of the B+ tree search method was sufficient in terms of time complexity.

To physically test the data model we developed, four STM32 and Lora Modules were used, and
tests were carried out. As a result, it has been determined that the system can operate without any
problems physically.

The tests of the garbage collector mechanism have yet to be carried out. The garbage collection
mechanism is built on a structure similar to the known random selection algorithm and has proven
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applicable. This study did not test this construct since their validity and reliability are known, and they
do not bring technological innovations. In our study, we focused on trying the innovative parts.

The reliability of a tag’s calculated verification score depends on the accuracy and consistency of
the data entered into the system. At this point, all data will be stored in the design; in the event of an
anomaly, artificial intelligence, and machine learning algorithms can update the entire system again
and provide a trust mechanism, thus eliminating fake news from the system.

Transparency and accountability are essential issues in journalism. The data structure we have
developed supports transparency and accountability due to its traceability and immutability features.
This will prevent the potential for bias or manipulation in the system.

Another issue is the scalability and performance of the system in processing large volumes of
data and complex relationships in real-time. For example, ZDD has algorithms with high complexity.
Therefore, computational problems may occur in large networks. Also, the update complexity of our
algorithm is O(n). In this respect, it has an extreme complexity. To avoid this problem, the concept of
depth was introduced so that the complexity can be avoided by computing to a certain depth.

Another limitation concerns the robustness and security of the system against potential hacking
or malicious attacks that could jeopardize the integrity of the data and relationships stored in the
system. In our model at the drafting stage, these were outside the scope to maintain the study’s focus.
These security structures can be easily integrated into the system [54].

Our study could not test the model we developed on large crowds due to financial inadequacies,
and consensus algorithms still needed to be created. For this reason, it is considered necessary and
beneficial to conduct such a test in the future regarding our study. In this study, we have tested the
reliability of the developed structure in terms of the error-free operability of certain features, the error-
free operability in intensive working situations, and the error-free operability of the set features in
terms of their interaction with each other. However, no holistic reliability test could be performed due
to financial constraints.

The model we have developed is designed to contribute to solving these problems considering
the main current issues of digital journalism, such as information pollution and manipulation. It is
essential to underline that our work is a proposal in this respect. At this stage, the focus is mainly on
developing technology. However, the problems in journalism involve a wide range of human factors
that contribute to false or manipulated news, such as motivated judgment, confirmation bias, and
the influence of media ownership. At this stage, our study creates a design that can be applied to a
specific audience whose shortcomings can be addressed with data and feedback during and after the
implementation phase. In parallel to this, it is planned to identify the weaknesses of the features such
as context, consistency, reliability, and invariance, which are tried to be explained through sample
scenarios in this article, through plot applications in future studies, to improve the model and to
develop a more holistic approach that addresses the root causes of the problems with a focus on
journalism.

5 Evaluation

The model we developed was essentially designed as an alternative to the blockchain. Because
as can be seen in the scenario section, it is tough for some structures to be implemented under the
blockchain. Simultaneously, the blockchain has a system consisting of many layers. Of course, only
some layers will be compatible with this project. Therefore, the project has focused on using only the
required layer. In this direction, the advantages and disadvantages of the blockchain data structure
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were compared with the data structure we developed within the scope of this study. Fig. 13 shows the
data structure of a standard blockchain.

Figure 13: Standard blockchain data structure

In a standard blockchain structure, the linked list and each node inside the linked list consist of a
tree. In this structure, it can be seen with O(log N) complexity whether the data has been changed or
not, owing to the Merkle root value. Additionally, when it is desired to reach any data, first the block
is found with O(n) complexity, then the data is called again with O(n) complexity. The data amount
of the block structure can be formulated as follows:

Block size = Previous digest (256 Bytes) + Version (256 Bytes) + Timestamp (256 Bytes) +
Nonce (256 Bytes) + Merkle root (256 Bytes) + N ∗ Pass Size (10 MB) = 256 bytes ∗ 5 + 10 MB =
10.00128 MB

The data amount of the tag structure can be formulated as follows:

Tag size = N ∗ Data address (256 Bytes) + Number of associations ∗ (256 Bytes) = 512 bytes

As seen from the above operations, there is no data increase in the model due to the exclusion of
the data from the model. Software engineering can obtain advantages such as data manipulation,
repetition problems, and maintenance. Simultaneously, since the data and model are separated,
modeling can be performed more efficiently. The change in the size of blocks and tags as the number
of data increases is shown in Graph 1.

Table 1 shows how the Tag mechanism provides an advantage for the proposed data structure. The
size of each block or tag is set to 10 MB, and each address’s height is set to 256 bytes. As seen from
this experimental setup, the data to be processed increases linearly with the total amount of blocks.
Additionally, the data to be processed by the Tag mechanism is almost negligible compared to the
traditional blockchain.
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Graph 1: Change in size (Byte) of blocks and tags as the number of data increases

Table 1: Block and Tag mechanism (Data-driven comparison)

Type Data Backup Changing Deletion Adding Changing

Block Inside Model and data No No Data + 5∗

address
No

Tag Outside Model or data Yes Yes 2∗address Yes

Because of ZDD (Fig. 14), any logical relationship has low time and space complexity. Two ZDDs
can be combined in O(n) complexity. Also, any logical connection written as a sum of products has
linear complexity. Because the ZDD construct is canonical, the root hash is specific to the rational
expression, and the same logical expressions in different formats have the same hash value. For
example, ab + ac and a(b + c) have the same root hash value. This structure does not exist on any
blockchain as far as we know. Also, a search of approximately O(log N) complexity can be achieved
using B-Tree to index the data. As far as we know, such a structure does not exist in the blockchain.

The advantages of the tag mechanism are shown in Table 1. Keeping the data and model separate
makes accessing the data easy. The Tag structure, unlike the Blockchain, also includes a mutable
relationship structure. There are three essential elements in the model we developed. The first of these
is mutable relationships. The second is to keep the data separate from the model, and the third is to
have only tags in the cyclic graph.

Table 2 compares our Blockchain and Tag data structures. Each block in the blockchain is stored
in a linked list structure. The blockchain does not allow any other data structure for storage. The
transactions in the linked list are unflexible as they are immutable. On the other hand, since the
proposed model supports the graph structure, it has the advantages of flexibility and modifiability
over the blocks in the Blockchain. The separation of data and model in our proposed data structure
makes it possible for the data or model to reside on different servers. This increases data or model
portability. There is no data indexing mechanism in the blockchain. Because of the mutable relations
in the data structure we have developed, the data can be indexed. Thus, access to data has moved from
linear time to logarithmic time.
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Figure 14: ZDD (Zero-Suppressed Decision Diagram) representation

Table 2: Block and Tag mechanism (Data structure-oriented comparison)

Type Data structure Flexibility Portability Index Search

Block Linked list None None None O(N)
Tag Cyclic Graph +

ZDD
Yes Yes Yes O(log N)

Table 3 considers the two approaches from a reliability-oriented perspective. Accordingly, the
reliability of each block depends on the previous attached block, and the confidence of the blocks may
not be achieved in a degree or hierarchical manner. On the other hand, Tags can establish different
types of relationships, and different degrees of reliability can exist for separate Tags.

Table 3: Block and Tag mechanism (Reliability-based comparison)

Reliability dependency
(number of blocks)

Reliability dependency
(Method)

Maintenance

Block 1 Constant No block-level integrity. It is linked to the
previous block.

Tag N Degree-based Different Tags can be processed if needed.

To physically test the model we developed, four STM32 and Lora Modules were used, and tests
were carried out. Consensus algorithms were not integrated at this stage, but tests were carried out in
the client-server structure for storing, searching, and transferring information. As a result, the physical
operability of the model has been determined. The codes are available on the GitHub link1.

1https://github.com/kursuApp/tag/.

https://github.com/kursuApp/tag/
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The model we developed has been tested with sample scenarios below, and its functionality has
been proven. Thus, it has been shown that the model we developed can be used as a news-sharing
platform.

5.1 Scenario: Mutability

In a blockchain data structure, everything is defined as immutable. However, due to journalism,
information should be malleable and changeable depending on the situation. To demonstrate the
mutability, two different tags have been created below. Here, Tag2’s context is Tag1. Tag1 has no context
at this stage. The pseudo-code used to develop these two tags is as follows:

Tag1 = new Tag(data, mutable relationship: null, immutable relationship: null)

Tag2 = new Tag(data, mutable relation: null, immutable relation: Tag1)

At the stage shown above, the lock function is not executed. Therefore, as a result, no immutability
mechanism was activated. The hash values will be zero when the immutability mechanism is not
activated. The JSON format view of this structure is as follows.

Tag1: {data, mutable relationship: null, immutable relationship: null, hash: 0}
Tag2: {data, mutable relation: null, immutable relation: Tag1, hash: 0}
In the following stage, the lock function of Tag2 is called, locking the system and thus making it

immutable. The command to call tag2’s lock function is as follows:

Tag2.lock()

As a result, the structure where Tag1 supports Tag2 makes Tag1 immutable even if only Tag2’s
lock function is executed. The JSON format view of the structure after the Lock function of Tag2 is
applied as follows. The point to note here is that the summary values are entered. These hash values
are the hashes of Tag1 and Tag2.

Tag1: {data, mutable relationship: null, immutable relationship: null, hash: {40ka7}}
Tag2: {data, mutable relation: null, immutable relation: Tag1, hash: {50ba8}}
The hash value does not change when requested, even if the addresses in the mutable relationship

and data change. This essential feature distinguishes the Tag data structure we developed from the
Blockchain data structure. The following is shown in JSON format, where the hash values do not
change when the addresses in the mutable relation and data change:

Tag1: {data, mutable relationship: null, immutable relationship: null, hash: {40ka7}}
Tag2: {data, mutable relation: Tag1, immutable relation: Tag1, hash: {50ba8}}
Suppose new addresses are added to immutable relationships and data. In that case, the hash

values will be regenerated, and when these new values are compared with the old ones, it will be seen
that the newly created hash values are different from the old ones. When Tag1’s literal relationships or
data are changed, Tag2’s hash will also change. This is shown below in JSON format:

Tag1: {data, mutable relation: Tag2, immutable relation: null, hash: {27b45}}
Tag2: {data, mutable relation: Tag1, immutable relation: Tag1, hash: {13ca6}}
To summarize, by looking at the changing hash values in the model we have developed, it can be

easily determined at which point the tag has changed.
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5.2 Scenario: Context

In journalism, two pieces of information can have different meanings depending on other details
in their context. Simultaneously, a news item may have more than one context. Therefore, context is
essential in journalism for the most accurate detection of manipulation and information pollution.
Four tags have been created below to explain the context.

Tag1 = new Tag(data, immutable relation: null)

Tag2 = new Tag(data, immutable relation: Tag1)

Tag3 = new Tag(data, immutable relation: [Tag1, Tag2])

Tag4= new Tag(data, immutable relation: Tag3)

Below is the context that the above tags created between them. Here, Tag1 has no context but
persists in the model. This means that there is no tag to validate Tag1.

Fig. 15 shows that Tag4 has Tag1, Tag2, and Tag3 in context. When calculating the context, the
hash will be specific to the network, so in the figure above, the context of Tag4 will be apparent to Tag1,
Tag2, and Tag3 and the relationship between them. These hash values determine whether another tag
is compatible with the context in Fig. 15. Also, since a tag can have many contexts, it is possible to
create a set of contexts by throwing the desired hashes into an array.

Figure 15: The context structure of the tag

5.3 Scenario: Consistency

In our study, consistency means that when a change occurs in any data, all other data related to
that data is updated immediately. Thus, with each change, the system becomes consistent very quickly.
In this section, an introductory scenario for the model is given. First, five tags were created here. When
these tags are made, the tags are not yet associated. Below is the pseudocode for creating tags:

Tag1 = new Tag(“, ”‘Women’s rights activism and awareness is growing more and more.’)

Tag2 = new Tag(“”,’36 year-old man killed his ex-fiancee.’)

Tag3 = new Tag(“, ”‘The man who killed his ex-fiancee was sentenced to 23 years in prison.’);

Tag4 = new Tag(“, ”‘The killer was released on good behavior at the third hearing.’)
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Tag5 = new Tag(“”,‘Women’s rights activists protested this decision.’)

After creating the tags, they are related according to the cause-and-effect connection. That tag is
nonrefillable if it has no title in its immutable relationships. For example, in the code below, the first
tag’s charms are the second, third, and fourth tags. Destroying all these tags will ruin the reliability
networks of the first tag, meaning that the title will be contextless and unreliable. In the code below,
after the cause-and-effect relationships of the tags are entered, the tags are locked with the Lock
function. Here, when there is an error or change in the tags themselves or any tag that support it,
the model finds the source of the change and takes that tag out of context.

Tag1.add (Tag2)

Tag1.add (Tag3)

Tag1.add (Tag4)

Tag1.add (Tag5)

Tag2.add (null)

Tag3.add (Tag2)

Tag4.add (Tag2)

Tag4.add (Tag3)

Tag5.add (Tag2)

Tag5.add (Tag3)

Tag5.add (Tag4)

Tag1.lock();

Later, in the created model, it turned out that Tag2 was incorrect, and as a result, the tag found
to be wrong was removed from the reliability network. Afterward, Tag3, backed by Tag2, became
unreliable. With Tag3 leaving the web of reliability, Tag4 has become unsupported and unreliable. As a
result, Tag4 was also removed from the reliability network. Thus, Tag5 was left unsupported and left a
web of reliability. This made Tag1 unsupported and unreliable. As a result, all the tags in the example
have ceased to be trustworthy, that is, the web of reliability. This is an example of how consistency
works.

The man did not kill his ex-fiancee (Tag2)

Tag2 was removed from the network because it was found to be incorrect.

Tag3 was removed from the network because it was out of support. (Tag2)

Tag4 was removed from the web because it was out of support. (Tag2, Tag3)

Tag5 was removed from the network because it was out of support. (Tag2, Tag3, Tag4)

Tag1 was removed from the network because it was out of support. (Tag2, Tag3, Tag4, Tag5)

If there is no tag in the context of a tag, the existence of that tag is based on assumptions. Many
other tags may be derived from tags that had no support at all in the first place. This is fine in the
system. Such a tag can be found in the model.

5.4 Scenario: Reliability

The credibility of news is related to how much news supports its veracity. In the developed model,
the reliability of a tag is related to its context. The higher the number of reliable tags in the context,
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the more reliable the tag. If there is no tag in the context, that tag is called a suspect tag. The following
example shows an example of creating a tag without any context.

Tag1= new Tag(data, immutable relation: null)

The following example shows how to express multiple contexts with the help of arrays. Here, the
tag has two supporter tags.

Tag3 = new Tag(data, immutable relation: {Tag1, Tag2})

6 Conclusions

In our study, a new digital journalism model is designed to contribute to the solution of the
main current problems of digital journalism, such as information pollution, manipulation, and
accountability. In this framework, blockchain technology’s transparency and traceability features were
used. However, since the blockchain data structure is immutable, it does not support the mechanisms
such as mutability and logical relationships required in digital journalism, so a new data structure
called Tag was designed to overcome this problem.

The data structure we have developed offers the advantages of instantly updating all data affected
by a data change, establishing logical relationships between news, making quick comparisons between
news, sorting news, and keeping changeable information about news in the system, as well as preventing
data duplication, reducing maintenance costs, and achieving a design more suitable for software
engineering.

The functionality of our proposed data structure is demonstrated in terms of communication
mechanisms such as mutability, context, consistency, and reliability through example scenarios.
Additionally, our data structure is compared with the data structure of blockchain technology in
terms of time, space, and maintenance costs. Accordingly, while the model size increases linearly
in blockchain, the model’s size remains approximately constant since the structure we developed is
data-independent. In this way, maintenance costs are reduced. Since our model also has an indexing
mechanism, it reduces the linear time search complexity to logarithmic time. As a result, the data
structure we developed is found to have higher performance than blockchain in the journalism concept.

The structure we have developed is expected to reduce the problems related to the accuracy of
shared news, prevent unsubstantiated comments and edits on news, track and detect manipulative
news, decipher malicious users, and thus facilitate the assumption of responsibility for shared news.
Since the model will record all interactions, it will be possible to solve problems by using machine
learning and artificial intelligence methods in cases of anomalies such as information manipulation,
individual threats such as theft and fraud, social deceptions, information pollution, and privacy
threats. Additionally, through random selection, which we call a news garbage collector, we tried
making news and reporters with low trust ratings but with potential visibility. Owing to the data
structure we have developed, our model is expected to provide a favorable environment for meeting
journalistic standards.

In addition to the tests we conducted on the functionality of the proposed structure, we plan
to integrate and integrate distributed ledger technology into the developed data structure to benefit
from the transparency and decentralization of distributed ledger technology and achieve a more secure
system in future studies. Afterward, we plan to test all aspects of the digital journalism model we have
designed with a pilot application to identify its shortcomings, improve the model, and develop a holistic
approach that addresses the root causes of these problems with a focus on journalism.
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